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News

Facebook group: Wild Wolf Hash Bashes.’ Cheers and
beers!
Wild Wolf!

Andorra

Because their runs go into some serious mountain
terrain Andorra H3 only meet in summer and this
year’s hash season has been delayed ‘We had originally planned to start the 2022 Hash Season this weekend.
Even though we have a volunteer to set a Hash on the
7th May, we cannot guarantee any other Hashes for
the rest of the month. So we have decided to delay the
start until early June. Hopefully by then the weather
will have improved too.’
Ed: Hi guys hope to hash with you this summer,
Shakes

Trinidad

Siam Sunday Hash 2022 Committee
Grand Master			Eatan
Joint Master			
Dam Buster
Joint Master			Thalidoskid
RA				Codpiece
On Sec				Chicken Licker
Trail Master			
Cums in Squirts
TM Ass			Boob-a-lube
Hash Cash			Boob-a-lube
Hash Flash			
Lady Boy
Haber Dash			Patpom
HPC Ass			
City Girl
Hash Web			Snakebite

Dr Mike McGee, a long standing hasher in Trinidad,
thought up the idea of a new Interhash Trophy which
was created by the Interhash Trinidad committee
as a gift to the global Interhash community. The IH
Challenge Trophy (pictured right) will be transferred
every two years to the winners of future IH bids.
‘Forged in his native homeland, Scotland, this beautiful
trophy boasts a pair of running shoes, cast in bronze
and mounted on local Trinidad Cedar and records the
historic list of all previous host of the IH, dating as far
back to the original event in Hong Kong 1978.
It was presented by the IHTT 2020 committee to the
Goa 2022 committee, the new hosts of the IH22 at the
Hilton pool party at the Outerhash event in Trinidad
on April 2022.’

Thailand

From The Wild Wolf: ‘During the next 14 months, I
will organize five fun “Hash Bash” events in Thailand
--- including one in Pattaya this July --- plus one in
Vietnam and one in Philippines. Pattaya Hashers,
individually or en mass, as has been the case for past
Hash Bash events, are welcome to attend.
Note: Hash Bash = a fun 4-day hash event with entertaining circles with ice and long songs … nothing to
do with bicycles! For future announcements join our

Front Cover
Stuttgart H3 Champagne hash.
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USA

The new Houston H3 Mismanagement staged a
Lunar Eclipse hash. ‘There is a total lunar eclipse
Sunday evening viewable from all North America.
Houston weather is forecast to be clear so if you are
outside, look up!’ On-on, H Palms
Chicago H3 are planning a 3 day Celebration of Memorial Day. The main run will be on Sunday, May
29th in Labagh Woods.
Willy Wanka is the latest member of the Hash
Founders club. She has been awarded Hat #308 for
founding the No Strings Attached Hash House Harriettes in Tampa, Florida. They have been on trail
since 2016.
Listened to RA’s fascinating interview with Mellow
Yellow Foreskin. He gave some interesting insights
into the recent drop in number on the Washington
hash scene. MYF pointed out that several hashers
had departed for Florida, and not just for retirement,
but younger people transferring on business.
Above: If you are going to leave something on the
hash don’t make it a rare 500th Run mug!
Below 500 runs for Brewers Droop.

Martha Colley Ruff celebrated her 100th birthday
with a hash trail sponsored by her son Dancing Fool.
Happy birthday to Martha and on on to Ruff Buff
H5.

Internet

RA has added an interview with The Body, a 85 year
old hash veteran and founder of Palm Beach H3.

England

London H3 have been very active recently. They
were finally able to stage their trip to Ludlow and
returned to stage a Hash for Ukraine event. Next up a
Queens Jubilee trial from Wapping Station.

Sorry we are late this month!
I am taking a break for a while and the
next issue will be August.
However, as last year, there will be a
Special A to Z of Hashers edition around
July.

For the first time in many years Belgian Nash Hash
will have to go ahead without hash veteran John
Urine Jackson. ‘Sadly, I’m facing some leg-related
health challenges. Have a totally brilliant weekend!
The beer-cupboard is well stocked, so I’ll be drinking
with you!’ Get well soon wishes to a wonderful hash
gentleman.

Laos

What appears to have been a causal meeting in a bar
has led to the founding (some have argued re-founding) of a Siem Reap International H3. Siem Reap is
the second-largest city of Cambodia and the capital
of Siem Reap Province in north-western Cambodia.
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The French colonial and Chinese-style architecture
has won it acknowledgement as a World Heritage
town.

500 runs

Compressed Fart of the Dubai Desert Hash and
Brewers Droop of the Timur Puddle Jumpers have
clocked up 500 hashers. It was a double celebration
for Compressed Fart who also became a grandfather
for the same time. On On!

Sweden

Stockholm hashers have been over to Tallinn to
check out trails for Interscandic later this year.

Above: possibly one of the last Jebal Ali Village runs.

U.A.E.

ter. Dildo posted the map to point out that this was
one more site that was no longer reachable in ever
expanding Qatar.

Creek H3 recently set a run from Jebal Ali Village,
leaving those present to wonder how long this would
remain a hash venue. Some of the lads there that
evening could remember when this was a desert run.
When your editor arrived, just 5 years ago, hashes
set off from the meeting point and headed into open
ground. When I left three years later, it had become a
tarmac run that took you past the new IKEA super-store. Now the lovely old bungalows with their
gardens, where hashers have traditionally lived, are
to be demolished.
Former Creek hasher Michael Old Shag Steel celebrated his 8th birthday.

Cambodia

A long hash for Phnom Penh H3. To quote from
their run report: ‘ It’s been said that the most memorable hashes are those that run closest to disaster. Nothing quite like that happened yesterday, but it was a
little more chaotic than usual, thanks to an 8km+ walk
(!) and a 13km+ run. Three walkers got caught out in
the dark and rain in a construction site no-man’s land,
requiring a search and rescue mission.
\

Malaysia

I see my good friends Stuart and Nancy Wakeham
(Nancy Boy and Kung Fu), formally of Dubai, have
joined the committee of Petaling H3 as GM and
Hasherdabery.

Qatar

Dildo Dan posted a map of an excellent Full Moon
run about nine years ago. A hot desert run was followed by a river crossing and a circle half underwa-

Thailand

Pattaya H3 mismanagement have ruled that this
year they will not change the meeting time between
summer and winter. The pack will continue to gather
at the Buffalo Bar at 15:00.

Philippines

Angeles City H3 had 79 runners/walkers on a May
hash. COVID really is fading into the memory! The
hash also had thirteen runners on the 196th Clark
Run. ‘Congratulations go to Lucia who smashed her
previous best time with a time of 51.43. And congrats
to Kudu on his 85th run and to Bush Wanker on his
99th.’

Germany

May saw Stuttgart H3 stage a successful champagne
hash.

New Zealand·

New Zealand has locked down for two years
but you still can’t keep a virus out! Due to a
few members catching COVID Auckland
Hash House Hussies ‘have had an outbreak
of common sense and cancelled this week’s run.’

OUTER HASH
Those who travelled to Trinidad seem to
have had a great time.
We will publish an account in the next
issue!
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Reader’s
Letters

will involve a lakeside run followed by beer and
lunch and a party with dinner in the evening at one
of the hotels in Bishoftu. There will be a morning
hangover run in the town and the group will return
to Addis in the afternoon.
More details and registration can be found online.
Julia Stanton

Navy Hashes
While hashing in Brunei, on the BSB H3, the RNZN
H3 arrived in town and joined us. Their hash horn
was a rubber tube with a funnel tied to the end.
When twirled around quickly it sounded like our
hash bugle except blown by an elephant. Awesomely
loud. Will send a photo of last red dress run.
Happy days
BT (Neil Gunn)

Addis Ababa
Dear Shakes
I hope this finds you well.
I keep meaning to write to you to update you with
some news about hashing from Addis Ababa but
keep forgetting and now it’s probably too late to include the news that Addis Ababa will be celebrating
40 years of hashing on 28 and 29 May.
This has been postponed twice due to the conflict
at the end of last year and then due to the fact that
many Ethiopian Hashers were observing the Orthodox Easter fasting season which means no beer or
meat.
However, will go ahead on 28 and 29 May in the
lake town of Bishoftu, 40km from Addis Ababa and

Don’t lose the
beer bottles!
Shakes,
Like your story on the Dar Hash in 82.
Funnily enough the no bottle/no beer protocol was
the same in Baghdad at the same time !!!
I worked for a Lebanese contractor, MIDMAC, and
the 2 best maintained materials in our extensive fleet
were the diesel tanker - which had 2 drivers and was
permanently in the queue at the refinery/delivering
diesel to the camp then back in the queue - and the
BEER pickup !!!
Both were IMMACULATELY maintained needless
to say.
Beer could only be collected from the brewery on
your one appointed day of the week and when the
stock ran out that was it. We sent our driver the night
before and he slept in the cab at the brewery gate!!!
Half inching empty beer bottles was a national
sport - ours were kept in a secure lock up at the camp
but some others were a little careless !!! Dingbat you'll recall the fun !!!
On On,
Bugfucker

Found this on the Mother Hash
website and it ties in with our
feature on the old Hash House.
Does anybody know anything
about the KL Peninsula Hotel?
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Hash Bash
I am based in Thailand presently at Pattaya ... I am
nothing to do with Goa InterHash ... I am just a keen
observer of editorial mistakes!
By the way, while we are talking, I just launched
my new website yesterday promoting my SEVEN
upcoming "Hash Bash" events in the next 2 years ... I
would be delighted if you did a short (or long) spread
on me and my 7 events in your next magazine ...
Cheers and beers!
Wild Wolf!

Wild Wolf (aka Proposition) is an infamous
Grand Master Extraordinaire who loves organizing FUN hash events for the enjoyment of
like-minded hashers who just want to have good
trails and fun circles and a great time.
Wild Wolf started hashing at Kaohsiung Hash in
1986 and since then has hashed with hundreds
of different chapters and done thousands of hash
runs as well as being a hare nearly 500 times!
Way back in 1993 Wild Wolf founded the Mile
High Hash in Colorado. He also was founder of
the infamous Wolfpack Hash which started in
2003 at Subic Bay, Philippines.

reference: https://wildwolfhash.com

Large Hash Events Dis-Organized by Wild Wolf

India

Philippines Nash Hash 2005 - Subic Bay

As usual a great magazine issue. I have prompted
where I could :).
Incidentally it is NOT Delhi Hash as a support
kennel-- it is CAPITAL HASH HOUSE HARRIERS.
OR CH3 NEW DELHI..
This needs to be corrected. Delhi Hash stopped
running almost 20 years ago!!
Ed: Thanks for the correction!

Philippines Hash Bash 2008 - Angeles City

Philippines Hash Bash 2006 - Subic Bay

From: Rittam Mittal

Philippines Nash Hash 2007 - Matabungkay

Philippines Hash Bash 2010 - Boracay
Philippines Hash Bash 2011 - Bohol
Philippines Hash Bash 2012 - Subic Bay
Wild Wolf Birthday Bash 2012 - Phuket
Philippines Hash Bash 2013 - La Union
Wild Wolf Birthday Bash 2013 - Sihanoukville
Philippines Hash Bash 2014 - Manila

Bumbo

Philippines Hash Bash 2015 - Puerto Galera

Hi Bob, glad to hear you made it safely to Mexico.
All my hash shirts are in the Philippines, I will
ask a few people who are still in Oman.
You did not mention that I was co-founder and
GM of the notorious SHAG Hash
Regards Bumbo

On On

Philippines Hash Bash 2016 - Puerto Galera
Philippines Hash Bash 2018 - Puerto Galera
Philippines Hash Bash 2019 - Palawan
Wild Wolf Birthday Bash 2019 - Koh Samui
Philippines Hash Bash 2020 - Siargao Island
More "Hash Bash" events cumming soon
July 2022 - Birthday Bash @ Pattata
September 2022 - Hash Bash @ Koh Chang
November 2022 - Hash Bash @ Hua Hin
February 2023 - Hash Bash @ Phangan
April 2023 - Train Trash @ VietnamJul 2023
March 2024 - Hash Bash @ El Nido
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Readers
Letters

For The New Town H3 (TNT H3) 1500th weekend,
it was held at Musselburgh Rugby Club, with the
pack pitching their tents behind the dead ball line at
the end of the pitch. After a full on Friday, and a sensational Saturday (partying hard on both evenings),
most were needing a bit of a lie in on the Sunday
morning, before breakfast and that day’s trail.

Alasdair Hepburn sent this for the letter page
but it contains so much insight into hashing in
Scotland we have featured it as a full length
article.
HHHi Shakes,
My cunning plan to respond to having my letter
feature in the issue, along with digging out a picture
of Leeky Willie (as well as some choice anecdotes)
clearly failed at the first hurdle, as assorted other stuff
caught up, so my procrastination moved into high
gear (if that isn’t an oxymoron, or at least a mixed
metaphor).
So first off, thanks for publishing my letter about
t-shirts - complete with sample photos. And thanks
for more of that letter in this issue. (I’ll forgive the
spelling mistake of my hash handle :-) )
I see in the letters that someone has misread the
exclamation mark that separated the 2-person hash
from the tale of the wandering Welshman, Leeky
Willie, and thus wondered whether Leeky was in two
places at once. Or even two people.
In the A-Z section, what was interesting was that
Leeky had managed to excise all mention of the time
spent as an Aberdeen hasher (and visitor on some of
the other Scottish hash weekends). Perhaps because
the unwritten rule is “Don’t let Leeky in the circle”, as
he will then tend to monopolise it, with stories that
go beyond the realms of “letting facts get in the way
of a good story” and into “will this tale never end?”
On the AberdeenH3 1700th, Leeky was testing my
reflexes, by seeing whether I could take a photo and
still catch the rugby ball he was taking round the trail
(I think I managed it)

Leeky reckoned that what the pack really needed
was some early morning Tom Jones. So he moved
his car up beside the row of tents, opened the passenger door, turned on the stereo and let everyone
hear “Delilah” at maximum volume. At 7am. With
“It’s not Unusual” making sure that anyone who
had slept through the first song certainly wouldn’t
sleep through the next, somehow he escaped without serious down downs (though see the unwritten
rule above about letting him in the circle) Lucky for
him that it was a lovely warm and sunny morning,
or perhaps he may never have lived long enough to
emigrate to Canada.
The Titanic H3 which Leeky is founding in Halifax, Nova Scotia, is due to have its inaugural run on
17 July. He explained to me that he chose the name
as Halifax was where many of the bodies from the
sinking of the Titanic were brought.
One of the best bits of your magazine is that it
brings out the stories. Kipper, for example, had
never got round to telling GH3 that he was in HoVMRCH3, until he featured in the A-Z a couple of
months back. And certainly hadn’t got round to
telling us of the London H3 protest trail outside the
Russian Embassy!
Moving swiftly on…
At the 2018 Dutch Nash Hash (which was also
Hague H3 2000th. As Glasgow H3’s mother hash,
it seemed a good opportunity to attend), there was
some classy Celtic singing (from my other half, Stand
and Deliver). And then there was Ma Bouche doing
the chicken song. Just in case we got any ideas about
culture on a hash weekend.

During lockdown, when there was no real hashing, Glasgow, like many others, resorted to doing
something on Zoom. In our case, it was a random
quiz, which we tried to keep as non-competitive as
Another weekend, another Leeky…
possible (which is another way of saying that random
On the GlasgowH3 1600th, Leeky found an abandoned shopping trolley. For some reason he reckoned bonus points were handed out to even up the scores
the safest place was to crawl underneath it. GH3 stal- a bit). From time to time, we even had hash visitors,
which made the quizzes a bit more like a GH3 trail wart Barcode took a picture, while Struth (originally
the current stats show that around 1,900 individuals
TNTH3, now AH3) looked on.
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have hashed with Glasgow in the 37 years it has been
going, with many of them visitors. Ma Bouche dialled
in from São Paulo for one of them, and then proceeded to treat her cat like a scarf.
Has the typo gremlins crept in, dropping a letter
from George Wilkes? At UK Nash Hash 87 he decided
that it would be a “fun” thing to set off a CO2 fire extinguisher in the region of someone’s nether region.
Usually freezing one’s sperm is done once it’s outside
the body…
As ever, the history is another interesting part. I
liked Haz’s account of trying to make sense of all the
early anecdotes, to pin down the first Mother Hash
run. Even far more modern history can have issues
- the GH3 10th anniversary t-shirt has a different
date from the actual 10th birthday, leading some to
quip that GH3 has two birthdays (like the Queen) the official one, and the actual one. This means that
Falklands H3’s founding in 1985 neatly slots between
Glasgow’s actual and official birthdays.

father, clearing out his house so that he can sell it,
found a folder of one of my university course notes.
Strangely, the folder contained more non-university
stuff than course work, including a Glasgow H3 hash
trash from 1987. Once I have ready access to a scanner, that can join the ever growing collection of my
write-ups (which is just under the 700 mark, if the
virtual trails are included).
Thanks again for another engaging issue, with my
comments this time not being left until too late!
On on
Audrey

Reading about all the unearthed hash history, with
documents being discovered years later, I had always
assumed “that will never happen to me”. Until my

Leeky Willie
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Interhash
Note: Rail Jerker is a veteran hash gentleman. I myself
had the honour of knighting him as Sir Rail Jerker on a
Bangladesh Nash hash some years ago.
Interhash 2024
Without any intention of upsetting the apple cart,
dare I humbly suggest to the Interhash Council to
encourage the Babadag, Turkey, bid for IH2024, and
any others, so that we have at least two "Interhashes"
in 2024 - one in March in Turkey and the other in
October in New Zealand. This will divide the hash
world North/South and East/West hemisphere-wise,
at the same time providing for congenial weather
for both. It will make it easier for more hashers from
neighbouring countries to attend and enjoy the IH
experience, and also bring qualitative improvement
through competition, rather than monopoly. .
There have been instances in the past of two such
international events - the official IH and the alternate
(call a rose by any other name....) - taking place in
the same year with much success. The reasons for
my suggestion (which I have been airing for years)
should not be difficult to contemplate considering
the economic and other changes in the post-Covid,
post-Ukraine world.

outcome, which was unexpected to say the least. This
was meant as a bit of fun, just shouting out things
like “Free the Gorky Five”, and lots of very funny
Banners. Thereafter the intention was to disperse
and go for a few beers. However the Russians failed
to understand our sense of humour and pressed the
panic button. Within minutes half a dozen police
vans from the DPG (Diplomatic Protection Group)
arrived on the scene, disgorging a lot of police who
rapidly headed in our direction. The Hash headed
into the nearby Kensington Palace Gardens followed
by police both on foot and in vans. Being that the
Gardens had lots of trees and structures we were able
to disperse without, as far as I am aware, anybody
having collars felt. Also we were much younger and
fitter then. Rumour had it that the police did find
Henry Liddell (Hooray Henry) in a Pub having a
quiet drink where they gave him a good talking to,
but then let the matter drop once they understood
the “joke” nature of the event.
So there you have it, the complete picture between
Kipper and myself unless anybody else has anything
further to add.

Russian Embassy
Protest

On On! See you in Goa!
Juned "Sir Rail Jerker" Choudhury

It is possible, indeed likely, that the Moscow ban
came after hashers crossed a red light in front of a
VIP limo.

Russian
Embassy
protests

However, a more romantic version links the ban
to events in Beijing. Around this time two men,
claiming to be Finnish diplomats, joined the hash
and started to chat up Harrietts.

From: Uncle Gerry (Surrey H3)

Investigations revealed that nobody had heard
of the new hashers at the Finnish Embassy. The
horrible truth had to be faced - the hash had been
infiltrated by the KGB!

Okay, we have all done that after a few drinks,
but these guys gave themselves away by only
focusing on plain looking women who worked for
western embassies.

Shakes, in your March 2022 edition you had a
picture of UK Hashers outside the Russian Embassy
on the 5th October 1984 holding a “fake” demonstration following police banning Moscow H3 from
Gorky Park, and asking for anybody who was there
to respond. I was one of those. However having read
the April 2022 edition I congratulate Kipper for an
excellent piece giving the background and details
of his attendance. However he did not touch on the

When given real piss down-downs at the next
hash, the spies surmised that they had been rumbled
and departed. However, KGB pride had been hurt
and revenge had to be taken. Not understanding the
independent nature of hash kennels, the KGB took
out their anger on the Moscow group.
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Hash Morphine

ON ON

Jorge Hash Morphine Holgate passed away on the
22nd April. He had first hashed in Angeles City way
back in 1982.
‘He was a true hash legend and a great friend.’
HIP Jorge Morphine

Bone Her

Chiang Mai Saturday Hash House Harriers·
RIP Pamela Jeff
Condolences to GG and Family.

Ed: Malibog printed this tribute to Morphine in
his monthly hash trash. This summary has been
edited.

Fingering the Crack

Jorge Morphine not only was a Great
Hasher but a great friend both of myself and
my brother Rob Malibog since we first met in
1982 when he owned the ‘Dungeon’

Baku Hash House Harriers
·
Vusal Malikov Fingering the Crack has passed away.
‘Vusal was much loved by all at the Hash and we will
miss him terribly.’

He had an illustrious film career in such
box office marvels as ‘Return from the River
Kwai’. He played an American officer in a Delta
Force blockbuster and guarded the Dagupan
Bridge against the Japanese in ‘Harimao’.
All this happened in the 1980/90’s and we
did not meet up again until 2014 in Angeles
when Morphine had recent returned after a
stay in Perth.
That was the last time we met but both
Rob and I have some great memories during our times together in Angeles and on the
AcH3.
.

Watch out for a full report in Malibog’s Trash

Pam Knickerless Carter
On On
Fingering The
Crack

ON ON

Once an enthusiastic hasher, who regularly turned
out with Pattaya, the Jungle Hash, Bush Hash and
Bangkok.
She hadn’t hashed in Thailand for a while, but is
still fondly remembered there. She had hashed with
Scarborough Happy Hash House Harriers since
February 2018
Pam was found dead in her Yorkshire home.
·
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“amazing lady, always up of a laugh”

Murder on the
Hash!

from his window saw Jama (now 16) running along
the riverside. He was being chased by a man on a
bike, who caught up with him.
The man apprehended Jama and seemed to punch
him several times. The attacker was heard to say
something like ‘why did you shoot at us?’

The Background

Harun Jama lived in Birmingham and, by all accounts, was a normal happy boy who liked football
and computer games.
As a young teenager he liked to hang out at a local
snooker club and this is where he seems to have met
‘the wrong crowd.’
He was offered the chance of traveling to Oxford
to sell drugs.
In December 2017 he was arrested for selling
drugs in Oxford city centre. The police were the
least of his troubles, for he had lost the drugs belonging to the gang back in Birmingham.
To pay for the confiscated drugs he was forced to
make regular trips south, which must have been very
risky as the Oxford police were now aware of him.

The Crime
A few weeks later, on January 3rd, residents along
the Thames heard a loud bang. A witness looking out

Seconds later a woman arrived and spoke to the
attacker and they left, leaving Jama on the ground
with three knife wounds.
Shortly after the attack the Oxford Hash came by
on their weekly run.
The boy’s body was found underneath the footbridge at around 7.50pm by a group of runners from
Oxford Hash House Harriers. They performed CPR
until paramedics arrived to take over. The teenager
was pronounced dead by doctors at John Radcliffe
Hospital.
The loud bang was clearly a gun shot, and powder
on Harun’s hands suggested he had either fired, or
was very close to, the gun when it was fired.
In November 2019 a man was arrested on suspicion of murdering the 16-year-old boy but was
released without charge through lack of evidence.
In November 2021 a coroner ruled Jama’s death
was an unlawful killing. The case remains open but
the police have no further suspects.
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Pan Pacific
Hash

Pan Pacific is probably the least documented of all the
international events and we were only able to put together this short report thanks to an article in a Papua
New Guinea yearbook.
On On Magazine would love to hear from anybody
who has ever attended any of the Pan Pacific events.

l The event took place in Vanuatu in June 1981.
There was no indication in the report as to what edition of Pan Pacific this was.
l The first problem for the visitors from PNG was
the cancellation of their charter plane. The charter
flight was bringing the Vanuatu Rugby Club to PNG
and the hashers had hired the plane that would otherwise be flying back empty. When the rugby team
cancelled, only three of the 25 hash party could find,
(or afford) an alternative flight.

l The three survivors had to travel to Vanautu via
Australia, where they hashed with Brisbane.
l They were met at Vanuatu Airport and refreshed
with cans of Booth KB Gold, ‘our staple diet for the
weekend.’
l T-shirts and programs were handed out.
l Sydney brought the largest party, numbering 35.
l The early arrivals gathered at Ma Bakhers. It was
a wild night, which continued with skinny dipping
back at the hotel.

Friday
l Registration was at the Rossi Hotel.
l That evening the floor was covered in detergent
to make an ‘ice rink’.

Saturday
l It was out to a plantation for a 90 minute run
‘too long, too hot and a lot of whinging poms but still a
good run.’
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Sunday

l A harriettes only hash.

Quote:
‘the Sydney Harriettes provided many extra
comforts. One group of three sharing a room
was overheard saying that only one bed was
occupied each night. There are many other
such details forgotten to protect the innocent.

Tuesday

Vila laid on a great show - Thanks Vila hash.’

l It was a 60k drive out to a resort for a short run.
Some stayed on that evening.

Monday

l The harriettes again set the trail, but this time
the run was open to the men.

Hash
Legends
Glamour Singh - the
world’s oldest Harriet.
Thanks to: Ed “Hazukashii” Howell

Please join me in wishing GLAMOUR (the oldest
active harriette), a HUGE happy birthday. Glamour
turned 89 yesterday in Brunei. In the attached photos, she is surrounded by her hash mates, and they
even wrote a song for her.
As a reminder, here is her story . . .
OLDEST HARRIETTE:
Rajendar ‘Glamour’ Kaur, born 9 May 1933, has
been an avid hasher for over 50 years, and is the oldest active Harriette in the world of the Hash House
Harriers. Her first hash was on the Brunei Men’s H3

in 1966, during a short period when women were
allowed to participate. Once the number of ladies
had grown, they were encouraged to start their own
club (and leave the men to their own fun), and the
Hen House Harriers, the first ladies hash ever, were
founded on 21 Nov 1966. Glamour participated on
their first trail and was the first hen to achieve 100
runs, and the second to achieve 200.
Unfortunately, at one point in the 70s she moved
to another town to operate a branch of the family business. Sadly missing out on the weekly fun,
Glamour asked for the Hens to move their hash day
to Tuesday when her shop was closed. They agreed,
and Glamour was able to get back in on the fun, and
the ladies hash has remained on Tuesday ever since.
Glamour states “There are so many things I enjoy about the Hash such as Halloween runs, 7and7
runs, Head dress runs, Pajama runs and so on.” She
has also travelled to hash events in Kuching, Kota
Kinabalu, Bali, Tawau, and Labuan, and has “at least
60-70 hash t-shirts in her collection. Fifty years is a
long time to be a member of one hash club. She said,
“Many of the ladies that participated were expats, so
contact has been lost with most of them.” Although,
she does keep in touch with two dear friends in the
UK, who hashed with the Hen’s in the 1990s, and
both have returned from time to time to visit her.
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Contributing to the hash, she has held positions
as Grand Mistress, Egg Collector, and various other
Committee positions. She still attends the Ladies
Hash nearly every Tuesday, and has participated in
over 1450 trails. Now at 89 years of age (and due to
an old knee injury), she cannot run any longer, but
is still a regular attendee to walk around and see her
friends on the hash.

Hash
Legends

Tim “Buto Buto”
Johnston - the world’s
fastest hasher.

Tim Johnston was one of the amazing group of
British distance runners, including Bruce Tulloh,
Basil Heatley, Ron Hill and later David Bedford, who
made a global impact throughout the 1960s and early
1970s.
Tim entered the prestigious Bedales School at the
age of 13 and in his first term won the Under-15s
Wet Run (the two-mile, hilly road-run that everybody had to do when it was too wet for games). His
time was faster than the one posted by the senior
winner.

Above: Tim Johnston, having recently secured
Olympic qualification on the track, wins the 1968 British Marathon trials which were held ridiculously close
the Olympics. Below Gaston Roelants, one of Tim’s
regular rivals

‘That was Johnny, ‘Bulldog’, Vincent, four years older than me and the most brilliant boy in the school. He
was so demoralised by my beating him that he abandoned running, and went on to become John Vincent,
Professor of Modern History, whipping-boy of the Left
on account of his columns in the Times and the Sun’.
On Parents’ Day Tim broke the School Records at
440, 880 and Mile. He was twice Hampshire Schools
Mile champion and narrowly missed a medal at the
All-England Schools. This success led him to Portsmouth Athletic Club, at the time one of the strongest
cross-country clubs in the country. However, there
was no certainly Tim would turn to athletes as his
greater love was cycling.
He moved to Cambridge University, where he
trained with Australian miler Herb Elliott, the Olympic 1500-metre champion and world record holder.
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Tim gets headlines in Athletics Weekly, setting a European record
while winning the AAA 6 mile championship.
“As we laboured through the Cambridgeshire mud, he’d
tell me that when you were hurting you shouldn’t slow
down, but run harder. It might hurt, but you’d get to
the finish quicker, and it would hurt the other bloke a
lot more!’
By 1961 Tim was making a name for himself as
a junior athlete winning the Southern Junior Cross
Country title and finishing 12th in the National race.
These were excellent result for a boy who would still
have another year in this age group.
In 1962 he regained his Southern Junior title and
was 3rd in the National.
1963 saw he move up to the senior ranks and he
took this in his stride. He won the Inter-Counties
(then a very prestigious race), the Southern senior
title and was 5th in the National, earning him a spot
in the English team for the International race. That
summer he experimented with the steeplechase.
1965 saw Tim regain the Inter-counties title and
he was second 2nd in the National. He was becoming
noted for his fast finish and moved past Portsmouth
team mate Cooke to take the silver medal.
In the summer Tim ran a 4:08 mile, which placed
him in the top 50 British runners that year. However, the race that established his future path was a

rarely run 30km track race. Tim’s winning time was
a world record and estimated to be worth a 2:10
marathon.
1966 saw him finish 7th in the International cross
country race and he was 3rd man home in England’s
winning team.
Running for Cambridge University, he was a
member of the team that broke the relay record from
John of Groats to Land’s End.
1967 saw him take 5th place in the National,
helping his club to the team title. This race would be
the end of the Portsmouth era, as two of their internationals were retiring and another key member emigrating. That year Tim was second in the International race, staged in Wales. The winner was Gaston
Roelants, one of the most distinguished European
runners of the decade.
On the track Tim won the AAA 6 mile title, with
Lachie Stewart (a future Commonwealth champion
second and Bruce Tulloh (1962 European 5000 metre champion) 3rd.
It was now clear that Tim had a good chance of
representing Great Britain in the Olympics, which
would be staged in Mexico City. Tim, seeing the
problems of running at high altitude, spent much of
1967/68 in Mexico to acclimatise.
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Appearing on the front cover of Athletic Weekly was a great honour. Tim managed it twice
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He was back in the summer of 1968 to run in the
AAA championships. The event would be staged
over two days and Friday evening consisted mostly
of preliminary heats and took place in front of a very
sparse crowd. However, the evening did include the
10,000 meter final. It was a great race in which Tim
took the led on the 14th lap and put in 67, 68, and 69
seconds circuits to break the field.
His Olympic place was secure, but two weeks later
he entered the marathon trails, winning from Commonwealth medallists Bill Adcocks and Jim Alder.
Ron Hill, a future European and Commonwealth
champion (and occasional hasher) was 4th but would
go to the Olympics in the 10,000 meters .
Come the Olympic marathon Tim was very confident and was in the leading group at 15 km. These
included Temu of Kenya and Wolde of Ethiopia, both
born at high altitude, and old rival Gaston Roelants
of Belgium. Around halfway Roelants dropped off
and Tim seemed certain of a medal. However, at 25
kilometres the two Africans raised the pace and Tim
started to suffer. He was now an isolated third, with
a long way to go and the pack chasing. He eventually
finished 8th.
Tim was now qualified as a solicitor and when
he came back from Mexico he taught English for a
while, before becoming a lawyer-linguist with the
EEC Commission in Brussels,
Tim was still running, but was having trouble
with his Achilles tendon. It was badly treated and he
never really got back to top-level athletics. He missed
qualification for the next Olympics in Munich but,
in 1976, at age 35, came close to making the team for
Montreal.
By 1980, Tim had saved enough to retire and
travelled around the world before settling in Mill
Valley, San Francisco, where there was an enthusiastic running scene. Now 40, he still built up quite a
reputation in local races.
He spent several months in the Philippines. That,
and a number of subsequent visits, would provide the
background for a novel. It was also in Angeles City
that Tim also took up hashing, acquiring the handle
Buto Buto.
Back in Britain he entered the property market.
‘This was the 80s, when you couldn’t fail to make
money, and that was the case right up to the point that
Nigel Lawson [Chancellor of the Exchequer of the day],
by manipulating mortgage relief and interest rates,
single-handedly destroyed the property market and
bankrupted me,’

Tim struggled back, finishing his Philippine novel,
teaching English and returning to legal translation
and editing, this time at the International Court of
Justice in The Hague.
“I retired again at sixty-five, in 2006, then did a
six-month freelance stint with the Rwanda Tribunal
in Arusha, Tanzania — a truly shocking, eye-opening
experience.”
Tim passed away in October 2021.

Tim the hasher
Tim started to spend a great deal of time in
the Philippines and Angeles City
.

He was given the hash name Buto Buto and
regularly raced in (and usually won) local
events.
Not sure if he hashed anywhere else - can
anybody help?

Who is the fastest FRB of all time?
The other contenders
The first FRB was John Wyatt-Smith, who ran
with Mother Hash either side of the war. John
had represented Oxford University at cross
country.
.
Dan Dancing Dan Schlesinger recorded the
fastest ever marathon time by an active hasher,
2 hour 11 minute 36 seconds for 3rd place in
the New York Marathon. He used Seoul H3
runs as part of his training.
Ron Hill, a Commonwealth and European
Marathon champion, occasionally hashed
while attending running events around the
world.
On the women’s side Maya Yamoucha (Myers)
is probably the fastest ever Harriette and was
6th in the Olympic Marathon and 2nd in the
London Marathon. As a youngster she hashed
with Bicester H3.
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Navy Hash
The German Navy visits
Stockholm!
l Around 2004 the Stockholm hash was joined by
two visitors from Germany.

Anika (unofficial has name Princess Camilla) also
came along, despite only having attended 2-3 hashes
(which is still her lifetime total).
l After a guided tour we retired to the captain’s
cabin (which I was impressed to see had a HHH
sticker on the door!) Here we downed beers, talked
hashing and watched the lights of Stockholm shining
through the porthole.
l It was a great evening.

On On Stockholm Hash.

l On welcoming the visitors it was discovered that
one was Frank Lilly von Stupp Maginsky, the captain
of a very expensive minehunter that had just sailed
into Stockholm harbour. While Lilly was an experienced hasher, his college was a hash virgin. He was a
nice guy, who was the ship’s diver, a man who spent
half his life in a decompression tank.
l After a good hash we enquired into the possibility of visiting the ship. Official visits were over, but
the hash were invited to board the ship on Sunday
evening as guests of the captain.
l About 8 hashers attended - Shakes and Nippy, Malibog and kids, Clever (now Sir Clever) Dick.

The Weiden was a Type 332
Frankenthal-class minehunter.
The ships were stationed in Kiel at the
Baltic Sea.
The Weiden was sold to United Arab
Emirates in 2006.
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Opposite page
Stockholm
hashers in the
captain’s cabin.
Above
The crew demonstrate their love for
the captain.
Above left
The minehunter
Weiden
Bottom lefl
Sir Clever Dick
tries the official
ship’s brew.
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Creek2000th
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CH3 2000th Weekend Event Write-Up
After 2 years of waiting, finally, on Friday 25th of March 2022, the Creek Hash House Harriers officially kicked off the weekend of event celebrations for their 20000th Run. Well, I say “officially”, the unofficial
celebrations had commenced with a few hashy pre-lubes, starting with a Desert H3 run on the preceding
Monday, a Barbies H3 run on Tuesday, a Hash Curry Club on Wednesday and a Creek H3 “normal” run on
Thursday. Phew!
On Friday afternoon, the CH3 committee gathered in anticipation of registration in the hotel foyer. It was
great to see many old faces from Creek hashes gone by, including a few who had taken long distance flights to
join us; shout outs to Kiss Me Hard On and his wife Sux Me Hard On, Bonzo and his missus Feck Off, TOGA
and his wife Jet Slag, and not to forget, Gladys. Another big thanks to the visiting hashers that also travelled
long distance to join us for the first time: Hazukashii, Cum Brew Lay and Beer and a Bag Full of Dildos…
good Times (possibly my favourite hash name of recent times!).
We sat and shot the breeze during registration while a few hashers popped in to pick up their goody bags
of t-shirts, a shot glass, a beer coozie, all packaged up in CH3 branded bags.
Around 8pm, just shy of 40 of the hardiest hashers, those attending all 3 days of celebrations, gathered
in what was the first pub of the CH3 Mystery Pub Crawl! From there on, madness ensued. Much beer was
imbibed at Headlines bar and then onto the Hookah Rooftop bar, where quote of the evening goes to Bonzo
who, while looking at the stars in the sky and the wide vistas of Dubai said, “so, are we on the rooftop then or
is there something else above us?!”
From the rooftop we had a quick pitstop for shawarma and falafel sandwiches at a local favourite street
food cafe, the Al Mallah. Suitably fed we stomped onward to the Boston bar where the in-house Philipino
band attempted to shatter our ear drums, before we moved onto the last “bar” of the evening at Di Mila,
nightclub.
At this stage, all hell broke loose. With at least 5 or 6 pints inside them by now (or wine for the ladies!)
one of our very kind sponsors, 3DB Events, bought a couple of rounds of Jägermeister shots for our pub
crawlers. A large bundle of unmarked UAE Dirham notes was shoved in the DJ’s hand and he was told,
under pain of death should he should “not play any crap other than “70’, 80’s and 90’s bangerz!” Subsequently, there was carnage and cavorting everywhere; many a drunken hasher took the dance floor, with Ladyboy
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lying on it, shaking like an epileptic chimpanzee with
Rhinosorerse sat on top of him. At this point, your
scribe decided to mine-sweep the leftover Jägers and
his memory became a little fuzzy…
On to Saturday the 26th and the Main Event of
the weekend, the Creek 2000th Run. The 40 very,
very hungover pub crawlers and an additional 15 or
so fresh-faced hashers congregated in the foyer of
the hotel awaiting a bus to the main run site. At this
point, the CH3 GM was having kittens as the coach
hadn’t turned up (Ed: it wouldn’t be a Creek event

unless something went wrong!) but the situation was
skilfully handled by Debbie. The hashers were duly
dropped at the run site and chalk talk was given by
the hares. A hash run around the streets of Jumeirah
and Umm Suquiem followed, with a few false trails
and a beer stop half-way in a children’s park. Hashers, being children themselves, couldn’t resist playing on the toys – Vomit and Camel’s Arse, to name
two! We then ran back to the circle site where more
shawarmas and falafels were ready for hungry hashers, along with piles of nice cold Tiger beer and other

From left to right: Former
GM's tell current GM, Vomit,
where he is going wrong. It
was a long conversation!
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boozy cocktails. A fantastic circle was RA’d by TOGA, welcoming the visitors and citing a few notable charges
and down-downs for crimes on the run. There were some significant achievements to be awarded:
100 Runs – Called Away
100 Runs - Kate
200 Runs – Breaking Wind
200 Runs - Debbie
500 Runs – Shit’n’dale
800 Runs – Kiss ME Hard On
800 Runs – Bonzo
In true CH3 tradition, the Hash Shit was awarded for more serious crimes on the run….which was the
GM Vomit for having forgotten to wear it on the previous two runs! The hares awarded the CH3 tradition of
the (very large) Hash Prick to a lady – Rhinosorse.
From there, it was back to the hotel for a quick spruce up and then out for the CH3 Hash dinner at the
Seafarer’s Centre, a Dubai institution which even older than the UAE is as a country. Live music was provided by local duo Martin and Jo and a slap-up BBQ dinner and buffet was put on for the hash crowd. Much
more beer and wine was drunk and good times were had by all. The errant coach arrived on time to take us
back to the hotel and Ratshit lead chorus of singing on the way home with some fabulous renditions of bawdy
hash songs.
As dawn broke on the morning of Sunday 27th March, many days of continuous hash and boozing had
begun to take its toll on the assembled revellers. We gathered for the last hash of the weekend, the Survivors
Run, and your scribe counted only 27 of the 39 registered attendees had made it. Many others were probably
nursing hangovers as big as their bar bills by this stage. The 27 set off on a might arduous 2km run to the circle site, back at the Seafarers centre where the circle and final charges of the day were raised. Some excellent
RA work by Dipstick nearly had the GM, Vomit, living up to his name as he was looking fairly green in the
middle of the circle. He pushed through though to make it to the end of the circle, where proceedings were
closed with a Helmeting! After whinging all weekend about how the CH3 had forgotten its traditions of the
past, it was only fair that we followed those traditions and helmeted Shiteloaf to shut him up! There ended
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Why should you hash?

Well, after 2000 runs you too can look like this!

ON ON THE CREEK!
the CH3 2000th weekend of celebrations, with much
joy (and relief!)
Your scribe must say thank you to the many
members of the CH3 committee that helped pull the
event together and all those whom I can remember
that pitched in in some way. In no particular order: Compressed Fart, Debbie, Heidbanger, Dipstick,
Breaking Wind, Clog Bottom, TOGA, F*cking Diptsick, ShIteloaf (and Set Square Events), Spinal Crap
(an 3DB Events).

All that was left was to sing the Creek song:
From the minefields of Fujairah
to the sand dunes of Dubai,
There’s a buzz going ‘round the Emirates
that the Creek are up on high,
All the other hashes you can keep,
So boring they’re a farce (yes, yes,!)
It’s the Creek, Creek, Creek,
It’s the one we seek,
Shove the rest right up your arse.
On On The Creek!
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Hashers
A to Z
Letter M

Mac the Mouth
G. McAllister
Hamersley H3 (Australia)
A Hamersley veteran with 1600 plus runs (only hash
founder Duffy has completed more). Was On-Sec on
the second committee in 1979 and the 3rd GM of the
kennel.
Mad Duster
Edinburgh H3, TNT (Scotland)
With over 1300 hashes on each of the two main
Edinburgh kennels, Mad Duster is one of the most
hashed hashers in the United Kingdom.
Madam No Blow Angel
Tornado Alley H3 (USA)
Started hashing in September 2006, having heard
about it from a niece, who refused to take her along
because she didn’t think her auntie would enjoy it!
Madam No Blow Angel turned up at a Tornado H3
anyway, and is now on 1000 plus runs, good going
in just 15 years. Was also one of the founders of
Wichititties H3.

Magic
Tim Hughes
Bangkok H3 (Thailand)
Timothy John Patrick Hughes, universally known
simply as Magic, made a unique contribution to
modern hashing. Magic was born in Staffordshire,
England in 1944. A talented musician, he played
with Bern Elliot and the Fenmen, who had a 1963 hit
singing the Beatles song ‘Money’. (Ed: I don’t believe
Tim was in the band at the time.) Tim then became a
businessman, moving to Bangkok in 1969 as Managing Director of the Ford Motor Company. It was
in Bangkok that Tim was introduced to hashing,
joining Bangkok H3 in 1979 on their 112th run. He
was appointed GM of Bangkok H3 in 1982 and first
attended InterHash in 1984, where he headed the
Pattaya bid to host the next event. Two years later
Magic mismanaged the hugely successful InterHash
Pattaya 1986. Soon after he left Ford to become a
consultant in travel, conventions and hashing. However, less and less of his energy went into consultancy, as he became more and more a full time hasher
and writer. His hash publications, Harrier International, Hares and Hounds and the World Hash
Handbook, helped fuel the 1980s Hashing boom.
He travelled the world to interview pre-war Hashers,
thus recording much of our current knowledge of
early hashing. Tim always had time for people, and
became a hash guru who encouraged Cairns, Cyprus
and Phuket (and probably others) to make InterHash
bids. Magic also encouraged Milan to incorporate the
Bordighera Hash. For all of this and more, Magic

Hong Kong Interhash committee on their reunion. Stuart McTool O’Tool McDouall
is third from the left.
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was awarded a PhhhD by a grateful Pattaya Dirt
Road H3. Tim did have a life outside of hashing. He
was an accomplished big-game fisherman, trekked
the Himalayas and Andes, and continued his love of
music. On 15 January 1998, while enjoying one his
favourite Bangkok restaurants, Tim fell ill and suffered a cerebral haemorrhage. Tim was pronounced
dead on 23rd January 1998 at 53 years of age. His
grave-site overlooks the Chao Phraya River in his
beloved Bangkok.
Magnum
Roger Moran
Yorkshire H3 (England)
Has clocked up 1046 hashes with Yorkshire H3.
Magpie
Tris Ockleford
Auckland Hussies (New Zealand)
Her brother, Phantom, took several years to get
Tris to attend her first hash, but since then she has
completed a record 1334 hashes with the Auckland
Hussies and is still going strong. Hash travels include
Interhash, Nash hash and visits to India, South Africa
and Laos. Magpie recently won the Best Run of the
Year Award, ‘she’s been trying for 40 years and as Trail
Master effectively awarded it to herself!’ Also clocked
up 60 of the first 100 Mangawhai Heads H3 runs.
Maid Marion
Dave Parks
Petaling H3 (Malaysia)
Dave Maid Marion Parks started hashing in 1982 in
Hong Kong and his career has taken him to London,
Istanbul, where he was RA, and Copenhagen. He
now runs with Petaling H3, where he was GM in
2003. He was the Operations Manager at InterHash

Man Magnet

Mackie, Gus

There was a spell when Gus Mackie was recognized
and honoured as the man who founded Bordighera
H3, the second oldest hash kennel in the world. According to the account, he had worked for the British military on the Malayan Peninsula during the
1930s and would join his brother on the hash when
visiting KL. He spent the war in Europe and became
a prisoner of war after being captured at Anzio. He
later inherited a house from a mysterious aunt and
settled on the Italian Riviera, where he persuaded
the local expat community to form Bordighera H3.
Gus was said to have died in 1971 and is remembered every year on the ‘Ghost of the Coast Hash’.

Mackie, Rupert

Rupert was brought up in Kenya (or so the story
goes). He went school in South Africa and University in England before coming to KL to work on
the rubber plantations during the thirties. It was
Rupert, rather than his brother Gus, who regularly
turned out with the Mother Hash..
During the war he was captured by the Japanese
and his health never recovered from his experiences
in the prisoner of war camps.

Note: Whether the Mackie brothers existed or
were part of a hash hoax is disputed.

Chiang Mai 2006. His wife Plastered was also on the
IH 2006 Committee.
Maid Marion
Manilla Ladies (Philippines), Northern Beaches
(Australia)
In the 1980s Maid Marion was living with her partner Scud in Manila and the first Manila Ladies Hash
set off from their house around September 1980.
They left the Philippines in 1983 for Sydney where
they continued to hash, Scud with the Posh Hash and
Maid Marion with the Northern Beaches Hash. They
have made regular hash travels, including to several
Interhashes.
Malibog
John Denny
Angels City (Philippines), Stockholm Full Moon
(Sweden)
Malibog means ‘horny’ in Tagalog and is therefore
a reasonably common name for Philippine Hashers.
The most famous Malibogs are Rob and John Denny, the Malibog brothers, who for many years were
co-owners of the Birds of Paradise (BOP) Bar in
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Angeles City. (Ed: Considered by many old hands to
be THE greatest hash bar of all time.) After leaving
the Philippines, John had a second hash career in
Sweden, where he ran with both the Absolut and
Underground and was a leading figure on the Full
Moon Hash. He retained links with England, often
guesting on the Chichester or Brighton hashes. He is
editor of a monthly hash trash that has a worldwide
distribution.
Malibog Kalbo
Rob Denny
Angles City H3 (Philippines)
In addition to co-owning the Bird Of Paradise Bar,
Rob was Joint Master of InterHash Philippines 1990.
He claims to have been the first person to introduce
hash bribery to the Interhash process by handing out
free T-shirts to the Grand Masters! The BOP survived the closure of Clark Field (and the departure
of the American air force) but was finally driven out
of business by the eruption of Mount Pinatubo. The
Malibogs set a hash through the knee deep volcanic
dust just a couple of days after the main eruption.
(It was a hundred metre dash to the next bar with
mouth and eyes covered!)When the bar closed Rob
moved on to other exotic spots, where he worked to
support his hashing.
Mallee jack
Jack Mallee
Hong Kong H4
The Hong Kong GM for 1973/74. Described as ‘part
Australian, part French part vegetable.’
Man Magnet
West London H3 (England)
Veteran hasher with 750 plus runs with West London H3 where she is a former GM and more recently
hasherdashery.
Marathon Man
Colin May
Baghdad H3 (Iraq)

Above Mellow Yellow Foreskin
Photo thanks to RA
Left: Molly and Hans Krigis - founders of Pattaya H3.

Was on the very first Baghdad hash and one of only
four survivors still there for the 150th. The 150th
Year Book has him down as completing 123 runs.
Perhaps most famous for organising - and winning
- the first ever Baghdad Marathon in a respectable
3:03.36.
Marsbar, Marwan
Balikpapan, H3 (Indonesia)
In a remarkable display of loyalty, Marsbar reached
1000 runs with Balikpapan H3 on their 1136th run.
Marmite
Underwood, Britt-Marie
Stockholm Underground (Sweden)
Married to Termite. The couple started hashing in
Taiwan in 1985 and on returning to Sweden attempted to form a Stockholm hash. They were posted away
before it could become established. They returned in
1988 and have hashed with both the Absolut and the
Underground hash ever since. The last Stats showed
her number 1 on the Absolut and 2nd on the Underground with a total of over 1500 hashes.
Mase
John Mason
Hamersley H3 (Australia)
After forty years of hashing, he has 1800 plus hashes
to his credit, placing him in the top four of a notably
loyal kennel. Was a regular committee member during the 1980s and GM in 1986.
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Mattress
Molly Kirgis
Pattaya H3 (Thailand)
Founder and first GM of the Pattaya Hash. There is
a profile of her in a Pattaya H3 yearbook, but it is
difficult to extract a few facts from the bullshit! She
seems to have been an American married to a German. She might have been involved in the medical
industry (?), husband might have been involved in
a railway project (?). The couple probably started
hashing in Bangkok. Molly set the first two Pattaya
hashes and when she departed had competed 45 runs
and set 9 trails.
Mazadabator
Peter Coxen
Trinity H3 (Australia)
Set some trial runs and advised on the first official
Trinity hash. Was GM in 1981 and 1984.
McFarlane, Mike
Taipei H3 (Taiwan)
One of the four founders of Taipei H3 in 1973
Mclikka
Robin McNaught
Pania Plodders H3 (Australia)
Mclikka was one of the original hash travellers, making a 3 year world hash tour that took in 155 kennels.
Was also joint founder of Pania Plodders H3 (June
1984).
McTool O’Tool
Stuart McDouall
Kowloon H3 (Hong Kong)
A Kowloon H3 hasher who completed 50 of their
Marmite with husband
Termite

first 200 hashes. Most famous for taking on an early
role in organising the 1978 Hong Kong Interhash, although he was actually on leave in England for much
of the time leading up to the event.
McGrath. Paddy
Adelaide H3 (Australia)
Set the first ever Adelaide H3 hash.
McGregor, Ian
London H3 (England)
Learnt his hashing in Hong Kong and went on to
found London H3.
Meatball
Don Marker
Cairns H3 (Australia)
Completed 523 of the first 600 Cairns H3 hashes.
Megasaruarse
Edinburgh H3/TNT (Scotland)
First hashed around 1988 at the age of 17 with
Surrey H3. Her sister, Hot N Delicious was a Aberdeen H3 hasher. In 1994, whilst backpacking in the
Southern Hemisphere she found herself at Interhash
in Rotorua, where Megasaruarse received her famous
naming at a Guernsey Boys H3 hot tub cocktail
party. Returning to Sydney she ran with the Sydney
Harriets for two years and became the On Sex and
started her career as a RA. In 1996 she returned to
the UK and moved to Edinburgh. She has clocked
up 550 r*ns with Edinburgh H3 and 650 with TNT
H3 and has held numerous committee positions with
both kennels. She is a joint GM of BRAS and Pants
H3 and a master at finding breweries across the
world that accept hashers in their underwear. Has
now attended 10 Interhash events and numerous other world wide hashing celebrations. She has hashed
in around 30 countries and was part of the Eurohash
Scotland 2019 Committee and a joint Red Dress
organiser.
Mellow Foreskin Cheese
Bill Wagner
Various Washington hashes (USA)
A lawyer by profession who, after some initial resistance was persuaded to join the Washington hash in
1992. Ran regularly but did not take on a committee
position until becoming scribe around 1998. Soon
afterwards, was in a bad car crash and had to take
notes from the circle while on crutches. Now a noted
hash traveller and has been GM of Dooly Beach H3,
Mount Vernon H3 and White House H3.
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T-shirts -classics
Around 2018 Dhaka hasher Little-Shitaly set a run
and offered a rather nice T-shirt. His own name
appeared in the colours of the Italian flag and the
names of all the other Dhaka hashers decorated the
background.
There was a hiccup when it was noticed that the RA,
Bozo the Clown, had been left off, but Bozo took the
omission well.
The design was so popular that Shakes decided to
reproduce the design for the upcoming DOBBIE
(Dar Old Boys and Babes in Exile) Reunion Hash.
He procrastinated and the job was rushed. He gave
the printers the old design and a list of new names to
appear on the DOBBIE T-shirt.
When the t-T-shirts arrived the name of the hare

had been changed to Dildo Dan, but the rest of the
names were unchanged. They still bore the names of
the Dhaka hashers and were therefore quite useless!
There was just time for Dildo to design and print a
new shirt - the Sandy Balls DOBBIE T-Shirt - which
is just possibly the most terrible hash T-shirt ever
designed.
There was a slight profit from DOBBIE, so Shakes
was reimbursed for the rejected T-shirts that still sat
in Dhaka.
A year later Dildo came across to Bangladesh with a
small party of Qatar hashers - I believe Baldrick and
Linda-Lose-Arse-Hull were there - and he was able to
give out the T-Shirts on the Dhaka hash. (Remember they carried his names and those of the Dhaka
hashers!)
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Hash Classic Photos
The Jakarta Pussy Hash is one of the
great kennels and they regularly
produce yearbooks.
The photos here are from the 198485 and 1991-92 editions.
Below: The amazing Judith Prosser. The
Pussy Hash was formed to stop her hashing
with the men! Right: A great hasher
Susantin Sinarno.
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The bridges of Jakarta The girder bridge (above) was quite dangerous, I am not sure how
there was never a serious accident.
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Above: A great hasher, Pat Kraemer
sadly became sick and died in
Singapore.
On On Pat
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Susantin and
Rita De Steur
Lisbert Kvistgaard

A long time Pussy hasher
and still a regular visitor to
Indonesia.

Emmy Short Time
Van Loon
Went several years
without ever
missing a hash.

Kathy Sex Bristols
Steenbeck

Her husband was Shit
Vicious so we got
Shit Vicious and the Sex
Bristols!
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The next issue will not come out until the end of
August but look out for a June- July special edition!

